Abstract-We present first-principles total-energy density functional calculations to study the heterojunction between a cubic Er 2 O 3 (110) film and Si (001) 
, [2] . For example, R. L. Nigro et al. showed that Pr 2 O 3 films grown epitaxially on Si(100) substrates were prepared via metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and found to be comprised of a praseodymium silicate interfacial layer increased as the postannealing temperature rose [1] . The erbium (III) oxide (Er 2 O 3 ) thin film is one of the most stable REOs thin films even for use at postannealing temperature in the range from 600°C to 900°C [2] , which showed that the interfacial Si-O-Er bonds in Er 2 O 3 /Si heteroepitaxial structures are formed by a reaction with Si atoms diffusing from the substrate [2] . Er 2 O 3 alloys have a cubic fluorite-related bixbyite structure and lattice constant of 10.55 Å which closely matches the value 10.86 Å found experimentally in Si [3] . Therefore, it is expected that the Er 2 
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Yen-Wei Chen, Po-Liang Liu, and Chun-Hsiang Chan and i  are the number of atoms and the chemical potential of the ith constituent of the slab. The factor of 2 accounts for two equivalent surfaces in the particular slab. Er-Si-Er 0
To discuss quantitatively the interface energy between Er 2 O 3 and Si slabs, we have employed repeated slab geometry with separated Er 2 O 3 and Si slab with free surfaces. The total energy of isolated Er 2 O 3 and Si slabs (with free surfaces) can be written as
and
Subtracting Eqs (3) and (4) form Eq. (1) we obtain
ΔE slab approximates the work of adhesion of isolated Er 2 O 3 and Si slabs (with free surface) and is related to the interface energy
With this approach, all atomic positions are allowed to relax fully in a supercell of fixed dimensions in each of the structural models corresponding to the joined and isolated slabs, yielding Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 , we have examined eight types of interface: In Model 1, the interface with the fourfold-coordinated Si consists of a Si atom bonded to one Er and O atom and two Si atoms, denoted here by the Er-Si-O bonding environment; in Models 2-5, 7, and 8, the interface with the fourfold-coordinated Si consists of the Er-Si-O bonding environment, and a Si atom bonded to two Er and Si atoms, denoted here by the Er-Si-Er bonding environment; in Model 6, the interface with the fourfold-coordinated Si consists of the Er-Si-O and Er-Si-Er bonding environments, and a Si atom bonded to two O and Si atoms, denoted here by the O-Si-O bonding environment. To further clarify the bonding environment described in Fig. 1 we also present atomic structures of the interface in Fig. 2(a)-Fig. 2(c) , for the Er-Si-Er, O-Si-O, and Er-Si-O bonding environment, respectively. Table I lists the results of our bonding analyses for 8 models in Fig. 1 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structurally optimized interface models relaxed to their zero force positions are shown in Fig. 3 The Superscripts "1" and "2" in the ratios Δd/d denote bond lengths within the first and second layers on either side of the interface. Δd Further insight into the strain relaxation near the interfaces of Er 2 O 3 (110)/Si(001) heterostructures can be obtained by examining the deviations of the bond length adjacent to the interface from their bulk values as shown in Table II . We carry out a detailed comparison of the bond lengths obtained from the bond lengths adjacent to the interface and their bulk values calculated from optimized unit cells. It can be observed in Table II [5] .
The second lowest interfacial bond strain is Model 7 as shown in Table II . In Model 7, the Si-Si bond lengths adjacent to the interface are slightly expanded relative to their bulk values calculated from optimized unit cells (Δd , that lead to highest tensile strains Table I and III, it can be clearly seen that Si-O bond strains increase with decreasing the number of interfacial Er-Si-O bonds and Er-Si bond strains undergo a transition from compressed to tensile strain with increasing the number of interfacial Er-Si-Er bonds. Our results indicate that interfacial Er-Si-O bonds are more desirable than Er-Si-Er that cause degradation of key thermoelastic properties at the film/substrate interfaces, in excellent agreement with recent experimental evidence of erbium oxide films grown by laser MBE on Si(001) surfaces [12] . 
